THE FALL OF THE MONARCHY
pistols he often wore in his belt. During his frequent
sojourns in cellars he had contracted a violent eczema
and was constantly scratching. Danton, who knew him
well, claims that he had a volcanic temper and was
quarrelsome and unsociable.
Two men more unlike than Robespierre and Marat
would be difficult to imagine; yet, politically speaking,
Robespierre had more in common with him than with
any other front-rank leader of the Revolution. Marat,
from the beginning, saw, like him, something more in
the Revolution than a mere transfer of power from the
nobility to the bourgeoisie. He realized the need of
radical social reform, and his sympathies were, like
Robespierre's, not with the bourgeoisie, but with the
common people—the proletariat. It may even be said
that his perception of the impending struggle between
the growing city proletariat and the employing class
was clearer than Robespierre's; but he neglected the
peasantry, and his language was so violent as to arouse
the passions rather than the intellect. "When a man lacks
everything he has the right to take what others have in
superfluity. Rather than starve, he is justified in cutting
another's throat and devouring the palpitating flesh"
... is no isolated example of his ferocious manner of
writing.
Long before war with virtually all the rest of Europe
and armed rebellion in more than half of France
brought the guillotine into play, Marat was calling for
heads and ever more heads. Starting with a modest 500,
he at one time decided that 500,000 might have to fall
before the Revolution could succeed. He justified this
proposed slaughter on the ground of humanity, claim-
ing that the benefits to mankind would be incalculable
and that it would save lives in the long run. It was when
dealing with the Constitutionalists that he really sur-

